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ABSTRACT

Security supports are a significant factor in the design of mobile ad hoc networks. In the dynamic

topology where the node changes frequently, private key generation and revocation for newly joining

and leaving nodes must be considered. In addition, the identities of individual nodes must be protected

as well in mobile networks to avoid personal privacy concerns. This paper proposes ID-based private

key revocation scheme and non-interactive key agreement scheme in anonymous MANETs. The proposed

scheme provides the user privacy using pseudonyms and private key generation and revocation schemes

with consideration of dynamic user changes. Therefore, our schemes can be applied in dynamic and

privacy-preserving MANETs which are helpful to share multimedia data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are infra-

structure-less, autonomous, and stand-alone

wireless networks with dynamic topologies. Unlike

conventional wireless networks, such as wireless

cellular networks and wireless LANs, MANETs

are rapidly deployable with self-organizing and

self-maintaining capabilities. Because of the ad-

vantages of these features, MANETs usually refer

to networks created for a special purpose. Recently,

MANETs have been extended to cluster-based ar-

chitectures to enhance the efficiency and security

of MANETs. And this structure helps users in

MANETs to share multimedia data efficiently [1,2].

However, MANETs are subject to various types

of attacks because of the wireless and infra-

structure-less environment. Moreover, these net-

work structures make it difficult to apply conven-

tional security mechanisms in MANETs directly.

In traditional certificate-based cryptography (CBC),

a user's public key is certified with a certificate,

which is issued by a certification authority (CA).

Even though it is feasible to support on-line public

key infrastructure (PKI) services, the cost is very

high, and this limits their application when the dy-

namic property and the poor connectivity are

considered. As a powerful alternative to CBC, ID-

based cryptography (IBC) [3,4], which was pro-

posed by Shamir, has been gaining momentum in

recent years. This is enabled by a trusted private

key generator (PKG), which issues a private key

corresponding to each user's identity before users

first join the networks. Recently, Boneh and

Franklin [5] suggested spreading the PKG using

threshold cryptography to counter key escrow

problem. Research on distributed PKGs (D-PKGs)

is applied to ad hoc networks, called cluster-based
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ad hoc networks [1,6]. Most studies about clus-

ter-based MANETs have been based on hierarchy

topology structures which classify nodes into two

types, representative nodes, which perform the role

of D-PKGs, called clusterheads (CHs), and com-

mon nodes.

This paper proposes an ID-based private key

generation and revocation schemes for newly join-

ing and leaving nodes. And we also proposes non-

interactive key agreement scheme using key pairs

of pseudonyms. Our schemes are compatible with

anonymous cluster-based MANETs [7] and suit-

able for dynamic and practical MANETs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, we present preliminaries and review

the anonymous cluster-based MANETs. In Sec-

tion 3, we describe ID-based private key gen-

eration and revocation schemes for newly joining

and leaving nodes. Finally, we analyze the security

of the proposed scheme in Section 4 and have con-

clusions in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present cryptographic techni-

ques and notations used as building blocks. Then we

review the anonymous cluser-based MANET [7].

2.1 ID-Based Cryptosystem

Recently IBC has its rapid development taken

place due to the application of the pairing technique

outlined below.

Let  be the large primes and  indicate an

elliptic curve      over the finite field  .

We denote by  a q-order subgroup of the multi-

plicative group of the finite field 

 . The discrete

logarithm problem (DLP) is required to be hard in

both  and  . For us, a pairing a map

  ×→ with the following properties:

∙ Bilinear: ∀∈ ,

  

Consequently, for ∀∈
 , we have

       etc.

∙ Non-degenerate: If P is a generator of  , then

∈
 
 is a generator of  .

∙ Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to

compute  for all ∈ .

Note that  is also symmetric, i. e.,

  , for all ∈ , which follows im-

mediately from the bilinearity and the fact that 

is a cyclic group. Modified Weil [4] and Tate [8]

pairing are examples of such bilinear maps for

which the bilinear diffie-hellman problem (BDHP)

is believed to be hard.

2.2 Threshold Scheme

Secret sharing schemes were independently in-

troduced by the Blakley [9] and the Shamir [10]

in 1979. They introduced a way to split a secret

K into n shares. And only t or more than t shares

among n can reconstruct a secret K. It is called

(t,n)-secret sharing, denoted as (t,n)-SS.

Shamir's (t,n)-SS. Shamir's   is

based on polynomial interpolation. The scheme

consists of two algorithms:

① Secret Sharing Generation. A trusted party 

distributes shares of a secret  to  users as

follow:

∙ chooses a prime  max, and defines

  .

∙ picks a polynomial  of degree    ran-

domly:     ⋯   
   , in which the

secret      and all coefficients

   are in a finite field    with

p elements.

∙ computes     (mod p) for i=1,...,n. and

securely transfer the shares  to each user.

② Secret Reconstruction. Any group of size  or

more than  can reconstruct the polynomial 
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Table 1. Notations

 cyclic groups of order q

 pairing s. t.   ×→

P generator of 


network ID of clusterhead j and
common node A

 pseudonym of 

 private/public key pair of clustehead j


private/public key pair of common node

A




private/public key pair of pseudonym



U maximum update phase index

 cluster key at m-th update phase

  polynomial for cluster key 



   polynomial of 

 secret sharing parameters for  

 secret sharing parameters for 

 

 group secret key

 mapping →


 mapping →

 mapping 
→

 mapping →


Fig. 1. Cluster Configuration and Pseudonym Generation.

as

 ∑∈  (mod q) (1)

where   ⊆ ,    ∏∈╲  

  

is called a Lagrange coefficient. The secret is re-

covered by   .

For more information on this scheme, readers

can refer to the original paper [10].

2.3 Notations

Table 1 lists some important notations. whose

concrete meanings will be further explained.

2.4 Anonymous Cluster-Based MANETs

In this section, we review the anonymous clus-

ter-based MANETs [7]. The network architecture

of the anonymous cluster-based MANETs is illus-

trated on Fig. 1. Each cluster is composed of a

clusterheader (CH) and common nodes (users in

Fig. 1).

2.4.1 Configuration of clusters

Before the network is established, each CH has

received secret sharings  , where

 ≤  ≤   ≤  ≤  from the PKG. To recover a

cluster key, CHs, at least  , gather their secret

sharing at the same update phase . Using these

secret sharings, CHs can compute cluster key  .

And the initial secure channel between a CH and

a user is established using their private/public key

pairs. In here, the system cannot support user's

anonymity, that is, adversaries can guess and find

users what they want to attack.

2.4.2 Generation of pseudonyms

To generate pseudonyms for users within a

cluster, each CH initially generates it's polynomial,

called respective polynomial with a cluster key  .

And they generate pseudonyms for common nodes

using their respective polynomials. Common nodes

receive private/public key pairs of pseudonyms us-

ing channel previously established. By using these

pseudonym key pairs, a CH and a user or between

users can establish secure channels without ex-

posing their real identities. The pseudonyms are

generated as follows,
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① Generate respective polynomial. CHs have a

same cluster key  by reconstructing poly-

nomial  . Each CH generates a respective

polynomial 

   by setting the cluster key

 as a secret, This means that respective pol-

ynomials have same a secret 

    .

② Generate pseudonym key pairs. The CH gen-

erates pseudonyms for common nodes within

it's cluster using common nodes identities. For

instance, the pseudonym of  within the

cluster  is constructed as   

   .

And the public and private key pair is made as


  and 

  .

③ Record pseudonyms. CHs record identities and

corresponding pseudonyms at pseudonym

lookup table (PLT)

④ Share pseudonym key pairs. CHs then forward

pseudonym key pairs to corresponding users

using a secure channel established by initial

private/public key pairs.

For more information on anonymous cluster-

based MANETs, readers can refer to the original

paper [7].

3. PRIVATE KEY GENERATION/REVOCATION 

SCHEME AND KEY AGREEMENT SCHEME

In practical MANETs, new nodes which are not

member of networks join networks and registered

nodes at networks could leave networks frequently.

Furthermore, some registered nodes could be com-

promised by adversaries. Therefore, the security

system must provide private key generation for

joining nodes and private key revocation for leav-

ing or corrupted nodes. In this section, we propose

private key generation and revocation schemes for

newly joining and leaving nodes.

3.1 Private Key Generation for Newly Joining 

Nodes

Private key generations for newly joining nodes

are same as [7]. Because of the property of thresh-

old scheme, pseudonyms are generated by re-

spective polynomials, the added private keys do not

affect the security of system as long as newly join-

ing nodes are uncorrupted ones and the networks

can accept unbounded nodes academically. Thus

we do not describe private key generation for new-

ly joining nodes in detail in this paper.

3.2 Private Key Revocation for Leaving or Mis-

behaving nodes

In the anonymous security system using pseu-

donyms, each node can verify the validity of a

pseudonym with a pair-wise key because only

registered nodes who have received pseudonyms

from CHs can have a group secret key  .

However, these registered nodes have the possi-

bility of being subject to attacks and consequently

could compromise the security of networks; there-

fore, the system should provide a priavate key rev-

ocation process to protect lasting attacks against

those nodes. Y. Zhang et al. [11] proposed a key

revocation using secret sharings. To provide node

revocation, we modified their scheme to adopt to

our system. Node revocation is carried out when

more than    misbehavior revocations are

reported to a CH to protect innocent nodes against

false accusations. The pseudonym revocation

scheme is carried out as follows;

1) Misbehavior Notification. To report a suspi-

cious node whose public key is 
to a ,

nodes perform the following:

① Compute misbehavior notification. Node A de-

tecting misbehavior of a suspicious node gen-

erates a misbehavior notification: 




where  is the timestamp.

② Forward the notification. Each node generating

the misbehavior notification unicasts the notifi-

cation to  using a secure channel.

2) Pseudonym Revocation. To revoke a reported
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node,  performs the following:

① Performs pseudonym revocation. When more

than  notifications are collected on a CH, 

performs a secret reconstruction algorithm:



 
′
 ∑∈   mod (2)

where    ⊂B t ⊆ n ,

   ∏∈╲  

  
are called a Lagrange

coefficient. Although the number of notifica-

tions is not as high as the number of  , it works

properly because  can generate arbitrary

pseudonyms,   

 , where ∈
 .

② Checks the validity of accusers. A CH can ver-

ify all accusers as legitimate nodes by compar-

ing 


′
   . If it does not hold, a CH knows

that at least one of the accusers is incorrect and

stops the pseudonym revocation.

③ Revokes the identity of unlawful node. A CH

records  to its credential revocation list

(CRL) [12] and notifies to other CHs  as an

unlawful node. Then a CH erases  from PLT

and stops updating it to isolate it from the

networks.

④ Publishes the pseudonym revocation. A CH

publishes the pseudonym revocation to the net-

works:  
.

3) Revocation Verification. To verify the pseudo-

nym revocation, every node in the networks

performs the following:

① Computes the revocation. Every node computes


   . If it holds, the nodes re-

voke the public key 
and record it as

unlawful. Then, all CHs change the update

phase into   and nodes update pseudonyms.

The revocation of a CH is similar to the process

described above. If CHs (assume that nodes report

a misbehaving CH to its CH) find a misbehaving

CH, they report it to the revocation leader, one of

the most powerful CHs, with their secret sharings.

If the misbehavior notifications are more than ,

the revocation leader starts the revocation gen-

eration and computes  . If     , the rev-

ocation leader publishes the accused CH as a com-

promised CH, and then other CHs update the clus-

ter key except the accused CH. Finally, the accused

CH is isolated from the networks.

3.3 Non-interactive Key Agreement Scheme 

Using Pseudonyms

Key agreement is an essential process to ex-

change messages securely. The non-interactive

key agreement scheme which happens under dif-

ferent clusters is the same as the scheme which

happens under the same cluster, as long as the

clusters are in the same update phase. We slightly

modify the key agreement scheme in [7]. Our key

agreement scheme with pseudonym between nodes

is carried out as follows;

  


  


  

      

(3)

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe an analysis of our

system with respect to security.

∙ Non-manipulation. Our proposed security

system ensure non-manipulation in case of at

most (t-1 or -1) compromised nodes. Only the

CH who has a respective polynomial can gen-

erate valid pseudonyms in a cluster, and no oth-

er nodes and CHs can do it. Adversaries should

know the cluster key  to generate the pseu-

donym working correctly in networks and the

respective polynomial 

   to generate the

pseudonym working correctly in a cluster.

Thus, as long as ( or ) or more than (t or

) nodes and CHs are not colluding, non-ma-

nipulation is guaranteed.
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∙ Fundamental Security Services. Authentication

of nodes and the confidentiality and integrity of

messages are guaranteed by the non-interactive

key agreement schemes. Each CH authenticates

the nodes within a cluster by non-interactive

key agreement using the initial key pair. For the

proof, see e.g., [13]. Authentication of the pseu-

donym and confidentiality and integrity of mes-

sages are guaranteed by non-interactive key

agreement using pseudonyms. The pair-wise

key is in the form of     , where

  
. Active outside/passive inside

adversaries cannot generate a legitimate pseu-

donym of a specific node even though they have

unspecific pseudonyms and identities. Further-

more, active outside adversaries do not know

and compute the group secret key,  . As a re-

sult, the non-interactive key agreement scheme

using pseudonym is secure against active out-

side/passive insider adversaries.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Concerns for personal privacy and security in

wireless environments are increasing rapidly as

mobile devices are becoming more popular.

Cluster-based MANETs are being considered to

pioneer new markets; however, there are urgent

unresolved security problems. Fundamental se-

curity services, such as authentication and key

agreement, are challenging for secure security

systems. Especially, private key update for newly

joining and leaving or corrupted nodes should be

supported considering dynamic topologies of

MANETs. In addition, the protection of the user

privacy becomes more important with wider use

of wireless networks; therefore, the design of se-

cure private key generation and revocation in pri-

vacy-preserving MANETs are required.

We presented private key generation and revo-

cation schemes for privacy-preserving MANETs

under practical assumptions. According to our pro-

tocol analysis, our proposed method provides most

security requirements for dynamic MANETs by

using the anonymity. Our schemes can be effec-

tively applied in the dynamic environments with

relatively better efficiency by using secret sharing

schemes. Our proposed schemes improve security

and widens the possible application area compared

to previously proposed security systems. It could

be usefully applied to preserve privacy in dynamic

MANETs, where a trusted entity is not available.

Such examples include military battlefields, emer-

gency areas, mobile marketplaces, and VANETs.
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